It is well known that in reverberant environments, the human auditory system has the ability to pre-process reverberant signals to compensate for reflections and obtain effective cues for improved recognition. In this study, we propose such a preprocessing technique for combined detection and enhancement of speech using a single microphone in reverberant environments for distant speech applications. The proposed system employs a framework where the target speech is synthesized using continuous auditory masks estimated from sub-band signals. Linear gammatone analysis/synthesis filter banks are used as an auditory model for sub-band processing. The performance of the proposed system is evaluated on the UT-DistantReverb corpus which consists of speech recorded in a reverberant racquetball court (T60 ∼ 9000msec). The current system shows an average improvement of 15% STNR over an existing single-channel dereverberation algorithm and 17% improvement in detecting speech frames over G729B, SOHN & Combo-SAD unsupervised speech activity detectors on actual reverberant and noisy environments.
Introduction
With rapid advancements in voice-driven applications, requirement for robust speech recognition systems have increased. There are many speech preprocessing algorithms for recognition which perform fairly well with the microphones closely placed to the speaker. However, in naturalistic audio streams, it is often challenging to achieve effective speech detection & recognition using individual distant microphones due to undesired multi-tiered interferences and nonlinear reverberation which deteriorate the speech. Such diverse interference and reverberation contribute to significant and often uncontrollable levels of word-error rates. While recent advancements in machine learning with CNNs & DNNs suggest opportunities for improving speech recognition [1] , the diversity of multi-tiered noise types with reverberation makes it difficult to achieve any consistent and satisfactory improvements in performance. Fundamental knowledge estimation such as speech activity detection (SAD) is, therefore, needed for improving speech system's development/performance in changing naturalistic environments.
Speech activity detection (SAD) is considered the first step in the path for recognition. This can be broadly split into two sequential tasks, i.e., feature extraction and speech/non-speech decision making. Of many speech detecting techniques available, energy based detection is the most upright approach used for it's ease in real-time implementation [2] . Nonetheless, this approach fails to categorize speech/non-speech frames for low SNR signals. To improve system's robustness to low-SNRs, the ITU-T recommendation G.729B SAD system looks at zerocrossing rates in addition to energy of the signal. Thus, finds its application in many speech coding and transmission techniques on electronic devices. Estimation of noise characteristics for spectral subtraction is a generic path adopted for speech enhancement [3] . This approach was also used to extract speech features to aid the performance of SAD systems besides suppressing noise & reverberation [4, 5] . Few other SAD systems used nonlinear cepstral peaks in determining the fundamental frequency and tracking pitch for a given speech signal [6] , later used as features for robust speech detection. In recent years, efforts were made to handle SAD estimation using supervised learning (DNNs), by training huge labeled datasets [7] with standard MFCCs as features apart from the ones mentioned earlier.
In spite of high computation requirements, an optimal performance has not been achieved for natural recordings dissimilar to the training dataset.
Among the diverse paths explored for SAD estimation [8] , researchers have established that gammatone cepstral coefficients (GTCC) were more effective than MFCC in representing the spectral characteristics of non-speech audio signals, especially at low frequencies [9, 10] . Computational auditory scene analysis (CASA systems) have shown significant improvements in enhancing distorted signals by using Time-Frequency (T-F) representation of a signal derived from gammatone filter banks [11] . Many others have used T-F representation to synthesize binary masks to either recover speech under noisy conditions [12] or for speech separation [13] . In this study, we make an attempt to fuse the concepts of auditory features from gammtone filter banks and binary T-F masks to blend the paths of speech detection and enhancement for reverberant environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section-2, the proposed preprocessing system is introduced with details on feature extraction, building an auditory masks & SAD estimation from masks. The experimental setup used for testing proposed system is discussed in Section-3. It is followed by results, tested on microphones placed at different distances from the speaker in Section-4. Finally, Section-5 concludes this study on combined detection and enhancement process.
The proposed preprocessing system
The block diagram of the proposed preprocessing system is shown in Fig-1 . Recordings from a distant microphone are initially passed through a set of auditory analysis filter banks to achieve sub-band signals. Features for each of these subband signals are extracted from short-time frames which are shifted in time. An apt consolidation of these extracted features are used in estimating the probability of a frame comprising source's direct path, which is later used as a continuous audi-tory mask to preserve & retrieve the direct path from the reverberant signal. The speech activity is determined by clustering frames with high probability. The sub-band signals with an auditory mask applied are passed through a set of synthesis filters to reconstruct enhanced speech signal. 
Gammatone Analysis/Synthesis filter banks
Of many filter banks which find their applications in speech and signal processing, T-F spectrograms are used frequently. These filter banks visualize audio signals as energies distributed over a constant bandwidths in frequency. On the contrary, human ear's visualize the audio signals as energies distributed over nonuniform bandwidths in frequency [11] . The gammatone filter banks consider this non-uniformity to mimic the human basilar membrane responses to sounds, see Fig-2 . Digital approximations to capture the basilar membrane movements is given by the product of a gamma distribution with a sinusoidal tone. Thus, the impulse response of gammatone filter centered at frequency ' f ' is given as follows
where 'n' is the order of the filter which determines the slope of the filters, 'b' is the bandwidth of the filter (determines for the length of the impulse response), 'a' is the amplitude & 'φ' represents the phase. Time-reversed impulse responses (see 2) are used to synthesize the speech signal from the sub-band signals.
The center frequencies cover an adjustable range of frequencies and are chosen to be linearly spaced on ERB scale within the desired range of processing. 
Auditory Features
As discussed previously, the first task in either supervised or unsupervised speech activity detection is extracting appropriate features with speech characteristics from a noisy signal which can be used as a measure to isolate noise and reverberations.
The following time-domain features are observed for each subband signal to learn the statistics of speech and it's reverberation patterns.
Log Energy
Energy is an elemental measure for loudness in the signal. Voiced and unvoiced speech frames have most of their energy concentrated in low and high frequencies respectively. Energy in auditory analysis maps the excitation of inner-hair cell (often referred to as IHC signal). The log energy of each gamma signal is used by the proposed system and is mathematically calculated as follows.
where x( f , n) represents n th sample in k th frame of sub-band signals, 'L f '& 'L s ' are frame size and overlap size in samples respectively.
Auto-correlation
To measure the similarity of a signal across time, correlation is computed for short durations on the IHC representation of speech signals. For reverberant signals, successive frames tend to be highly correlated. We use correlation between the current and past frames to detect the presence of direct path from the source. Theoretically, a drop in an unbiased correlation is expected at direct path dominant frames. An inverse of this drop is used as a robust feature to differentiate direct path from reflections. The correlation peak is mathematically computed as follows.
Higher Order Difference
We use high-order difference of the sub-band frames to extract information in high frequencies. The 'log-energy' feature assembles cues from low and mid-range frequencies (up to 2 kHz) to individualize voiced speech frames. On the other hand, the difference operator on a time series eliminates low frequencies preserving high frequency contents assisting the system in distinguishing unvoiced speech frames [14] . A combination of higher order difference (HOD) with log-energy can make the speech activity detection more robust to highly reverberant conditions.Therefore, HOD is considered a crucial feature by the proposed system. The following expression is used to compute HOD.
Eq-5 represents the first order difference. Higher orders are recursively computed from it's lower order differences.
Peak-to-Valley ratio
Observing peaks and valleys in each frame of the sub-band signals result in a better estimate of time frequency masks. [12] . This adopted feature is computed as a ratio of variance of a signal raised to a power and the variance of the absolute value of the signal as shown below.
where σ 2 x ( f , k) and σ 2 |x| ( f , k) are the variances of the signal raised to a power α and absolute value of the sub-band signal respectively.
Sub-band Relative Entropy
The relative entropy of sub-band frames is computed as the difference between entropies of a frame and a sinusoid whose frequency is same as the center frequency of the sub-band signal, see Eq-8. This gives us an insight of unpredictability of a frame w.r.t a sinusoid. Frames dominated by early reflections are shadowed by direct path and do not excite the basilar membrane by themselves. However, they tend to carry the excitation caused by the direct path across time. Such frames in sub-band signals tend to be close to sinusoidal signals than the frames comprising of strong direct path. This causes the normalized relative entropy of frames to vary between 0 to 1 for non-speech/reverberant frames & speech frames, making it a feature capable of clustering the frames into either speech or non-speech groups. Entropy of a sinusoidal signal (H sinusoid ) is frequency-independent.
Continuous auditory mask
A feature normalization is performed on all the estimated features to have a zero mean and unit variance for better estimation of auditory mask. A feature matrix is then built by concatenating features. This normalized feature matrix is linearly projected onto a 1-dimensional feature space represented by the significant eigenvector of it's covariance matrix using principal component analysis (PCA). This 1-dimensional feature vector is linearly smoothed across frames and mapped to probabilities using a sigmoid function. A fully populated probability matrix is constructed by collected all the probability mapped feature vectors, later used as a continuous auditory mask for speech enhancement.
Probabilities from continuous auditory mask are thresholded and clustered into speech/non-speech groups to develop a robust SAD system.
Experimental setup
The proposed preprocessing system is tested using UTDistantReverb. The corpus constitutes five hour long recordings of three different speakers reading 720 sentences in a highly reverberant space (racquetball room). The recordings were made using four wireless microphones placed in tandem at increasing distances, a microphone array and four wearable recording devices, viz. LENA units, see Fig-3 . One of the wireless devices is a headset-microphone (close-talk) capturing speech as closely as possible. Three other wireless devices were placed 1m, 3m & 6m away from the speaker. The farthest recording point (6m) was also captured using a four-microphone linear array. All devices except LENA units were recorded synchronously. Fig-3 also shows the room im4pulse responses (RIR) captured by microphones. The T 60 of the reverberant space, on an average, was computed to be 9000 ms. Subjects with wearable devices move in the space around the speaker to capture the amplitude variations in recordings due to alignment mismatches of the device with the speaker. In this study, we used 4-th order gammatone filter banks to partition a 8 kHz microphones recording into 64 sub-band signals. Frames of 20 ms with an overlap of 10 ms for each subband signal were used for extracting features. The extracted features were smoothed across frames using a third order median filter and whitened to have zero mean and unit variance. The parameter 'M' was set to 10 to get average of cross-correlation and hod of current and of the current frame with up to previous five frames was considered in Eq-4 and an average of up-to five orders of differences for the current frame in Eq-6. H sinusoid in Eq-8 is a constant and is set to 3.23, which is a frequency independent for a sinusoidal signal.
The performance of the proposed preprocessing is tested for reverberant speech files from wireless microphones across all distances. The close-talk microphones is time-aligned with the rest to test the accuracy of the SAD systems & speech quality measures.The proposed preprocessing system's performances was compared to few commonly used SAD systems like G729B, VAD-sohn & Combo-SAD. A dereverberation algorithm proposed for single-channel [5] was used for baseline comparison to test the current system's enhancement. SNR, Itakura-saito (IS) & PESQ scores are also used to monitor improvements in speech quality. Figure 4 : A continuous auditory generated for a given utterance. With the experiments being performed on naturalistic data collected in such highly reverberant environments, assumptions can be made that speech from close-talk microphone is not deteriorated by reverberations on comparison with distant microphones and would closely resemble an ideal clean speech in simulated environments. Thus, the ground-truth for SAD is computed using close-talk microphones and is considered ideal. From Fig-6 & 7 , we can observe the performance of existing SAD systems drop as the distance increases. From accuracy and ROC plots, we can infer that within the scope of the test algorithms, Combo-SAD performs fairly well over ITU-standard G729B and SOHN SAD systems. However, the proposed system shows an overall improvement of 17% over Combo-SAD when averaged across all distances. The auditory masks which are used to compute SAD also help in enhancing the speech. An STNR improvement of 15% was observed over a single-channel dereverberation algorithm across all distances. Also, a significant reduction in Itakura-Saito and increments in PESQ scores support the algorithm's dereverberation capabilities.
Results

Conclusion
We propose an approach for preprocessing reverberant signals recorded using distant microphones using continuous auditory mask generated from probabilities. This algorithm not only helps in giving a robust SAD estimate but also in dereverberation to a certain extent. This preprocessing system is performed on an utterance and can further aid the performance of DNNs in distant speech applications. It was observed that the reverberation in the signal was suppressed to a greater extent for microphones at 1m & 3m when compared to single-channel dereverberation algorithm. Improvements in SNR, PESQ & accuracy of SAD support the proposed preprocessing system.
